BIO CREATE Co., Ltd. is the first joint company in the south of Hokkaido, with the support of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology in its “Urban Area Industry-Academia-Government Collaboration Promotion Project”, which started around the same time as our foundation in May, 2004, aimed at creating a new local industry by this partnership. Until now, our company has developed and marketed nutritional supplements and cosmetics, etc., with a focus on Gagome kelp rich in effective ingredients.

We established cosmetic-manufacturing factory in Hakodate Marine Biological Laboratory in February 2008 to focus on basic cosmetics business in which huge demand is expected. To further promote “AQUAST” which gets favorable reviews from customers with sensitive skin, we have conducted sales of solid soaps, shampoos, as well as conditioners made from only natural materials since around August 2009, and basic skin care (attached image) made from natural materials since May 2010. Moreover, we will expand “health care products” in a wider sense including not only cosmetics but other products, and create “Essential Natural Cosmetics” which is safe for everyone from men with sensitive skin to infants and toddlers to use.

Needs of health-conscious customers in recent years are not only foods. We promote making products to be enjoyed by everyone, listening to the customers’ voices, saying that “I want you to make products from familiar and safe materials so that all my family can use it everyday”.

**Major Product Lines:**
* bath goods and basic skin care products made from natural materials,
* original bath goods exclusive to a customer, and
* original cosmetics for aesthetic salons

---

### Corporate Overview

Address: 13-1, Omachi, Hakodate, Hokkaido 0400052 Japan  
Company Representative: Motohiro Takano, president  
Phone: +81-138-22-7181  
FAX: +81-138-22-7201  
URL: http://aquast.net  
Foundation: May, 2004  
Capital: 19,500,000 yen  
Employees: 5  
Business Overview: Planning, Manufacturing and sales of original cosmetics and health food  
Contact: Shinichi Watanabe, Information and Planning Section  
E-mail: watanabe@gagome.jp